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Abstract: The query optimizer uses cost-based optimization to create an
execution plan with the least cost, which also consumes the least amount of
resources. The challenge of query optimization for relational database systems
is a combinatorial optimization problem, which renders exhaustive search
impossible as query sizes rise. Increases in CPU performance have surpassed
main memory, and disk access speeds in recent decades, allowing data compression to be used—strategies for improving database performance systems.
For performance enhancement, compression and query optimization are the
two most factors. Compression reduces the volume of data, whereas query
optimization minimizes execution time. Compressing the database reduces
memory requirement, data takes less time to load into memory, fewer buffer
missing occur, and the size of intermediate results is more diminutive. This
paper performed query optimization on the graph database in a cloud dew
environment by considering, which requires less time to execute a query. The
factors compression and query optimization improve the performance of the
databases. This research compares the performance of MySQL and Neo4j
databases in terms of memory usage and execution time running on cloud
dew servers.
Keywords: Query optimization; compression; cloud dew; decompression;
graph database

1 Introduction

Compression and query optimization are the most two factors for performance development.
Compression decreases data length, and optimizing queries minimize runtime. To compact the
database, a dictionary solution with the improved use of several small dictionaries instead of a massive
dictionary [1]. Graph databases must be able to implement business rules specific to an application
domain, just like any other database system. There are currently just a few techniques for implementing
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business rules in Graph Database Management, aside from integrity restrictions. There is no explicit
notation on the underlying property graph in the data model [2].
Query optimization depends upon the following components
•
•
•
•
•

Query parsing
Query transformation
Cost estimation
Plan generation
Data Dictionary

All components of the query optimizer need acknowledgement at the individual level, and the
result will be sent back to the query as shown in Fig. 1. Compression is the process used to reduce
the volume of the database. Many compression schemes are divided into two main types: the first
one is known as a lossy compression scheme, and the second one is called a lossless compression
scheme. By compromising quality, we can get a higher compression ratio in lossy compression schemes.
In contrast, we can get the same copy of input data in lossless compression schemes, but a lesser
compression ratio is achieved [3].

Figure 1: Components of query optimizer
Due to the wide range of potential applications, graph databases have attracted much interest
recently (e.g., social networks, biomedical networks, data stemming from the web). Graph data are
no different from other public data in that they frequently have issues with quality. The problem of
handling quality data when searching graph databases required such a framework that enables the
inclusion of fuzzy quality preferences in graph pattern queries. The model is the set of rules to get
the code for the input symbol depending upon the probabilities defined in the model for a symbol.
The coder is the program that generates the code for an input symbol according to probabilities
defined in a model. The statistical model used probabilities for code, and the dictionary-based model
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produced code for a string instead of a single character. This scheme uses two approaches, such as Static
and adaptive. The static approach requires scanning whole data for statistics. The static compression
schemes are the bit reduction algorithm, Huffman Coding, Run Length Encoding, Shannon Fano
Coding, and arithmetic algorithm. In contrast, adaptive schemes do not require whole scanning data
to produce code [4].
To more effectively manage the Analysis of this type of data, our method relies on pre-aggregation
techniques. A conceptual model is proposed to represent the original resource description framework
(RDF) data with aggregates in a multidimensional structure. The proposed conceptual model is then
translated into a rule for a popular multidimensional RDF modelling vocabulary. Six different data
stores—two RDF triple stores, one graph-oriented NoSQL database, one column-oriented data store,
and two relational databases are used to implement the conceptual model (MySQL and PostgreSQL).
It takes transformed queries and their costs and selects a plan for execution [5].
Hence, query optimizer does their functionality, such as converting high-level SQL queries into
equivalent algebraic queries that produce the same results, cost estimation, and execution plan with
minimum cost. Fig. 2 shows the complete flow of queries from submission to execution that retrieve
data from the compressed corpus.

Figure 2: Query processing
The deterministic algorithm used dynamic programming, whose processing time grows exponentially. In the Genetic algorithm, one relation becomes prominent and dominates others. Traditional
databases have had difficulty coping with these huge amounts of data and complex data because
enterprise social networks are valued and used by businesses more and more. As a result, social
networking platforms’ data capacities are growing, and the relationships between data are becoming
more and more complex. This study proposes [6] an unstructured data model that can convert
structured data into graph data, move hive data to neo4j, and make it simple for individuals to discover
relationships between data and consider the potential value of visual data.
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This work [7] investigates the flexible job scheduling problem with additional task precedence
restrictions, time constraints, and stock constraints to address the demand for scheduling complicated
fabricated items manufactured. Neo4j is creatively introduced to address this issue as a potent graph
database that works with corresponding data and welcomes relationships in flexible graphs.
The query processing process consist of a parser and translator to optimize the relational algebra
expression and store the statistics about the data [8]. It solves the problem of a high-cost local
minimum. Query optimization is not as easy as in typical databases because it is unaware of the
compression and decompression, so it does not work on the compressed domain [9]. When we use
a typical query and optimizer in a consolidated database, it requires decompression. Decompression
increases execution time. Decompression degrades the performance, there are many solutions to this
problem [10].
Highly connected data and complicated queries over this data are managed using graph databases,
also known as graph-oriented databases. Queries involve not just data values but also graph topologies.
By traversing the graph and gathering data from nodes and edges, it is feasible to achieve good
performance for local reads by defining a pattern and a set of beginning points [11].
The author proposed [12] that data remains compressed in memory, and compressed query
predicates operate on a compressed database. We use row compression up to the attribute level. We use
a dictionary-based scheme to compress data. Usually, one big dictionary takes more time loading and
scanning, degrading performance. Because of this problem, we use many small dictionaries instead
of one big dictionary. Only those dictionaries are loaded into memory, which is required. We use a
Randomized algorithm with Iterative Improvement, which suffers in a high-cost local minimum [13].
2 Related Work

Information Graph depends on triples (two substances and their connection). Over the past
few decades, with the advent of more semantic information, the volume of semantic information
sources has increased and connected open information has filled the size. Various explorations have
suggested procedures for securing some adaptable information for constructing comprehensive scope
information Graphs in the constructing comprehensive scope information Graphs in knowledge
graphs [14].
Big Data & Digital technology with the advent of digital technology, big data and the Internet
of things (IoT) using cloud software are expected to generate a lot of information across websites
worldwide. IoT-based ecosystems can cost a lot of money to maintain. The author highlighted heterogeneous devices’ energy and performance requirements in this research. Data processing applications
over IoT and big data using machine learning algorithms for data processing through network cost
and increased processing demand using devices raspberry Pi and intel-based server. Both devices can
process the data more efficiently during the evaluation to achieve better energy and performance using
machine-learning algorithms [15].
Geospatial data is essential for creating citizen-centred services for the sustainable growth of
society in the age of smartphones, including disaster management services, the creation of smart cities,
and finding basic facilities like banks, schools, hospitals, and train stations. Due to collecting the three
key characteristics of big data—volume, diversity, and velocity—people are creating geotagged data
on numerous social media platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter, and others [16].
Numerous sources produce large amounts of heterogeneous data that cannot fit into a predetermined format. Furthermore, the applications that use this data need a faster throughput rate. It
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might be quite challenging to manage such a large volume of data. Instead of the more conventional
Relational Database Management System, large data management approaches like No SQL must
be used to handle this geotagged data. Before creating any Geographic Information System-based
application, it is crucial to choose the right kind of No SQL database. This research sought to identify
an appropriate No SQL data source for GIS use [17].
Although blog-based information the executives model possesses end-less points of interest that
serve to help the informal learning and the board in the association, there are a few issues. The
development of networks and individual connections could encourage the progression of implied
information and the portrayal of implicit information is a crucial measurement for information
creation. A coordinated non-cyclic diagram is the suggested stockpiling structure for information
provenance data, regardless of whether the MySQL social information base and Neo4j [18].
There are numerous sorts of diagram programming that store and question the graph. These social
applications utilized Graph information bases to store their associated and huge measure of information. Displaying object connections can be effectively overseen through Graph information bases.
NoSQL diagram data set would be a solid and suitable decision for the provenance framework [19].
Graph data in significant medical care frameworks and the advantages of using graphical
information to speak to and break down wellbeing-related information. Substances, which can be
ideas or cases, are a reflection on a graph for information terms, with which one can simply say how
to associate vertices with connecting edges. Such a mapping is equivalent to the most existing procedure
in low-dimensional, which simply illuminates the semantic ratios of substances and does not consider
the compact descriptions of the elements [20].
It explains the use of imaging information in large medical systems and considers the benefits
of using imaging data to represent and analyze health-related data. It explains the use of imaging
information in large medical systems and considers the benefits of using imaging data to represent
and analyze health-related data. Data type databases are best suited for areas where data or topology
is more important than data, i.e., data and relationships between data are often of the same degree. To
recuperate adaptability inside excessively synchronous outstanding tasks at hand, Neo4j utilizes two
phases of storing. Scaling inside may perfect through scaling vertically [21].
Over the past decade, with the release of so much semantic data, the number of semantic sources
has grown and the number of open-source data has grown exponentially. Various research [22] has been
devoted to extensive knowledge acquisition techniques in constructing large graphs. The Knowledge
graph structure depicts the relation between structured data and their type. According to the structure
category, the data process is batch processing or text processing. The knowledge graph or table is based
on three (two entities and their relationships). The degree of general Knowledge has been developed
from the ground up. Field degrees are often adapted from the top down to the ontology definition to
organize the knowledge structure [23].
SQL information is direct information and can handle a specific measure of information.
While various associations structure countless assorted and associated informational collections. New
advances, strategies, and techniques are kept up with the leftover, enormous, associated informational
collections. In this way, NoSQL information bases can handle such huge information precisely [24].
3 Proposed Methodology

The proposed research implements the efficient algorithm in which the relational model is mapped
to a graph, and the same node is minimally copied. This helps keep the most frequently visited objects
nearby, significantly reducing data collection time. The following text explains the implementation
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methodology and algorithm used in detail for a manufacturing query solver; the connectivity can be
shown as the graph to explain the relational diagram between problems, Knowledge and knowledge
matching. Modern applications face the challenge of handling large amounts of interconnected data,
and you must pick an efficient technology to cope with it. Therefore, the proposed framework for
knowledge reusability and easy retrieval, as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Proposed system model
Semantic Analysis is performed to gather all kinds of Knowledge, including information, principles, values and academic Knowledge, industrial research and self-reflection. Another critical
point is to use knowledge matching to convey this Knowledge to business problem solvers. In the
semantic analysis process, the required data needs to be collected from data sources. In this phase,
associated data from other tables will be collected for certain records using foreign keys. Obsessed
with investigating current reality problems, the primary purpose of information coordination is to
obtain information relevant to Query solvers.
The process of synthesizing multiple knowledge models into one is knowledge integration. When
all nodes and relationships among a single knowledge model are created. When the whole cycle is
completed, main Knowledge is achieved with minimum duplication of existing nodes. The information
Graph at different can be associated with the structure of a total progressive information diagram.
Various layers speak to various information, and there is an informal connection between various
information deposits. It establishes the theoretical framework for the progressive association of the
information diagram. The proposed system model consists of a Dew server connected with Cloud
server, in case of if the cloud server is down then the dew server can deal the offline queries. The dew
server is connected with knowledge extraction to create the different types of knowledge match, fusion,
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and Knowledge integration. The query engine is used to visualize the query results after the results are
processed on the knowledge graph.
The query processor produces different plans for executing a query and forms the query graph. In
the query graph, plans are connected through edges. This technique improves the quality of the result,
runs the query in less time, and enhances performance.
4 Results & Discussion

We have used the ERP dataset of educational institutes and the dataset consists of four Tables
with respective no. of records and file size as shown in Tab. 2. Data from the conventional database
have been converted into graph databases using Neo4j as shown in Fig. 4 with student enrollment.

Figure 4: Average execution time
The effectiveness of both data is evident in our desired results. The schema ERP services case
study comprises of the accompanying things: student table, courses table, attendance table, student
table, and student registration table. The information in the referenced tables and the information
base is refreshed yearly. The benchmarkbenchmark utilizes the accompanying structures utilizes the
accompanying structures:
• Measurement Features
• Disk Space Requirements
• Predefined questions Set.
Because of an expanding inclination of interfacing gadgets through the correspondence organization and the expanding number of produced information that should be put away and prepared for
sometime later and information investigations, the subject of picking an appropriate information base
is raised. Information is as yet put away in social data sets since are as of now in an organized frame
and can be effectively put away, controlled and investigated in data sets—comparison of two different
query text as shown in Tab. 1.
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Table 1: Comparison of SQL and Neo4j
SQL QUERY

Neo4j QUERY

Select ApplicationStatus, COUNT(id) as
No_of_Students, (COUNT(id)∗100/(Select Count(id)
From ApplicantInfo
where AdmissionSession=‘sp-2019’)) as percentage
from ApplicantInfo
where AdmissionSession=‘sp-2019’
group by ApplicationStatus
order by ApplicationStatus
select
ApplicantInfo.ApplicantId,ApplicantName,degreeid,
Applicationstatus from ApplicantInfo
inner join ApplicantEducation on
ApplicantEducation.ID=ApplicantInfo.ID
where ApplicationStatus=‘In Progress’;

MATCH (student:Student{id:123})
MATCH
(spring:Term{name:‘Spring2017’})
MATCH
(class:Class{name:‘Cypher101’})
MERGE
(student)-[:ENROLLED_IN]>(class)-[:FOR_TERM]->(spring)

Select S.StudentName, S.Fathername,S.degreename
FROM Students as p
ORDER BY s.sessionid DESC
LIMIT 10;

MATCH (S:Students)
RETURN S.StudentName,
S.Fathername, S.degreename
ORDER BY s.sessionid DESC
LIMIT 10;

Select Instructorname, coursecode, coursename,
credithrs, degreename, dname from
SemesterCoursesInfo
inner join SemesterCoursesTimeTable on
semestercoursesinfo.id=semestercoursestimetable.semcourseid
inner join degreebatchinfo on
SemesterCoursesInfo.degreebatchid=degreebatchinfo.id
inner join degreeinfo on
degreebatchinfo.degreeid=degreeinfo.ID inner join
Departments on
departments.id=degreeinfo.departmentid

MATCH (student:Student{id:123})
MATCH
(class:Class{name:‘Cypher101’})[:FOR_TERM]>(spring:Term{name:‘Spring2017’})
MERGE (student)[:ENROLLED_IN]->(class)

inner join FacultyInfo on
FacultyInfo.ID=Departments.HoD
where SemesterSessionID=‘46’
and CourseName=‘Total Quality Management’
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Table 2: Database tables recordset
Sr #

Name of object

No. of records

File size in MB

1
2
3
4

Students
Employee
Departments
No. of courses offered

4000
600
15
22264

2 MB
1 MB
0.5 MB
2.2 MB

SQL configuration with virtual information creation measure with Neo4j in Local System. The
Neo4j graph database works in a way that is better than the Oracle traditional database identified with
the initial five queries presented in Tab. 3.
Table 3: Queries outcomes
Query#

SQL

Neo4j

1
2
3
4
5

4.514 S
0.173 S
3.532 S
3.468 S
10.390 S

0.344 S
0.0215 S
0.0453 S
0.0451 S
0.345 S

The graphical database Neo4j has done well with a large and connected data environment. System
tables on the best way to deal with an information base increment the preparing time for each query
produced SQL data set. Neo4j graph database performance improves as data size and the number of
joints increase. The intensity of the Neo4j graph database keeps up the records and their connections
between them, While the SQL-related data set covers the number of joints at the hour of the query.
Additional joining prompts greater unpredictability, and more excellent complexity nature
prompts more execution time for queries on the SQL-related database. About 50% of the increase
in performance is reflected in the information related to the Tablespaces process than in the nonarchiving process. Therefore, our experimental tests have shown that apart from the SQL data
processing table, Neo4j performance is better in all cases.
In Tab. 3 expresses that Neo4j has performed well in all the desired conditions. By applying, the
physical data processing process can extend the duration of each query up to 7 cycles. Tab. 4 shows the
consequence of ten comparative queries in both databases. The database arrangement measure (Table
spaces) is utilized for the SQL-related database.
Table 4: Queries outcomes with physical database
Query#

SQL

Neo4j

1
2

0.951 S
0.092 S

0.345 S
0.0215 S
(Continued)
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Query#
3
4
5

Table 4: Continued
SQL
Neo4j
0.921 S
0.768 S
9.357 S

0.0453 S
0.0451 S
0.347 S

Table spaces are one of the most mechanical approaches to putting together data. Besides
the visual data editing framework, the Neo4j, NoSQL graphical data set performs superior to the
SQL related database. Tab. 5 shows the average results of SQL and Neo4j of different settings and
performance times. In Tab. 4 clarifies that SQL query time has been improved from SQL query time
for Tab. 3 because of SQL table stockpiling territories.
Table 5: Experiment results
Environment configuration

Average

SQL database with physical database setting
SQL database without physical database setting
Neo4j graph database

1.50
3.25
0.55

Fig. 5 shows the minimum improvement threshold value that is 10. However, in our case, the
improvement percentage is 32. So, our results are batter in performance shows the average data rate
reduced from 4.34 to 2.78 due to data processing technology (SQL tablespaces). Approximately, table
locations have in-creased approximately 50% performance of related data. Also, the Neo4j table sets
have performed well in all of our proposed SQL related databases.

Figure 5: Threshold value
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In Fig. 6 SQL Server database with Neo4j and no physical database optimization approach.
The X-axis shows the number of performed queries, while the Y-axis shows the amount of time
each executed query takes in seconds. In Fig. 7 SQL database with Neo4j and Physical database
optimization approach. The X-axis shows the number of performed queries, while the Y-axis shows
the amount of time each executed query took in seconds.

Figure 6: SQL Server database without physical database tuning technique

Figure 7: Number of Queries vs. time executed
Figs. 8 and 9 shows the the realistic portrayals of execution time. The X-axis speaks to the queries
made while the Y-axis speaks to the time in seconds of the quires executed.
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Figure 8: SQL data base and Neo4j without physical data base setting

Figure 9: SQL data base and Neo4j with physical data base setting

5 Conclusion

Neo4j graph database features have been presented, and several approaches for building graph
databases based on neo4j importing data have been contrasted. The “neo4j” technique has been
compared with relational databases. By utilizing graph schema design, distributed storage, and parallel
computing, the graph database can significantly improve the “massive” data storage and processing
efficiency. There are situations when a better choice for data storage exists, even though relational
databases are robust and effective. The graph databases are a good option for applications that need
many connections between data. Such initiatives may be social media apps, team-based platforms, or
libraries of any type, including collections of different fields. When deciding on the best database to
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employ, one must first do some research, read, and—most importantly—conduct tests on their apps
with a large amount of records to foresee how they will operate in the future. When an application is
complicated, deployed, and being used by people, making modifications along multiple development
cycles and stages necessitates data migration from one database to another, which is a challenging,
time-consuming, and high-risk process.
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